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Abstract	22	
Rainfall	variability	in	the	Tigris-Euphrates	Headwaters	is	a	result	of	interaction	between	23	
topography	and	meteorological	features	at	a	range	of	spatial	scales.	Here,	we	have	24	
implemented	the	Weather	Research	and	Forecasting	(WRF)	model,	driven	by	NCEP/DOE	R2,	to	25	
better	understand	these	interactions.	Simulations	were	performed	over	a	domain	covering	26	
most	of	the	Middle-East.	The	extended	simulation	period	(1983-2013)	enables	us	to	study	27	
seasonality,	interannual	variability,	spatial	variability	and	extreme	events	of	rainfall.	Results	28	
showed	that	the	annual	cycle	of	precipitation	produced	by	WRF	agrees	much	more	closely	with	29	
observations	than	does	R2.	This	was	particularly	evident	during	the	transition	months	of	April	30	
and	October,	which	were	further	examined	to	study	the	underlying	physical	mechanisms.	In	31	
both	months,	WRF	improves	representation	of	interannual	variability	relative	to	R2,	with	a	32	
substantially	larger	benefit	in	April.	This	improvement	results	primarily	from	WRF’s	ability	to	33	
resolve	two	low-level	terrain-induced	flows	in	the	region	that	are	either	absent	or	weak	in	34	
NCEP/DOE:	one	parallel	to	western	edge	of	the	Zagros	Mountains,	and	one	along	the	East	35	
Turkish	Highlands.	The	first	shows	a	complete	reversal	in	its	direction	during	wet	and	dry	days:	36	
when	flowing	southeasterly	it	transports	moisture	from	the	Persian	Gulf	to	the	region,	and	37	
when	flowing	northwesterly	it	blocks	moisture	and	transports	it	away	from	the	region.	The	38	
second	is	more	directly	related	to	synoptic-scale	systems	and	carries	moist,	warm	air	from	the	39	
Mediterranean	and	Red	Seas	toward	the	region.	The	combined	contribution	of	these	flows	40	
explains	about	50%	of	interannual	variability	in	both	WRF	and	observations	for	April	and	41	
October	precipitation.	42	
	 	43	
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1.	INTRODUCTION	44	
Interannual	precipitation	variability	has	profound	impacts	on	environment,	water	resources,	45	
and,	potentially,	socio-economic	development	and	political	stability	in	water	stressed	regions.	46	
The	implications	of	these	impacts	can	be	particularly	important	in	highly	utilized	transboundary	47	
rivers	like	the	Tigris-Euphrates	system.	The	Tigris-Euphrates	Headwaters	(TEH)	are	located	in	a	48	
predominantly	Kurdish	region	divided	between	three	different	countries:	Turkey,	Iraq	and	Syria	49	
(Figure	1).	A	number	of	tributaries	from	Iran	also	contribute	to	the	Tigris	River	discharge.		50	
Iraq	and	Syria,	the	two	downstream	riparian	States	of	the	Tigris-Euphrates	system,	have	two	of	51	
the	highest	ratios	of	surface	water	dependency	in	the	Middle	East	and	North	Africa	(Tropp	and	52	
Jagerskog,	2006).	This	underscores	the	significance	of	agreements	on	water	allocation	between	53	
the	four	countries	that	share	the	basin.	In	recent	years	there	have	been	a	number	of	attempts	54	
to	reach	bilateral	protocols,	but	successful	basin-wide	cooperation	does	not	exist.	The	increase	55	
in	water	demand	and	frequency	of	severe	droughts	in	recent	decades	(Hoerling	et	al.,	2012)	can	56	
acerbate	regional	conflicts	and	intensify	the	long-standing	political	instability	in	the	region.	For	57	
example,	the	initiation	of	the	recent	ongoing	civil	war	in	Syria,	which	has	greatly	affected	global	58	
security,	has	been	partly	attributed	to	the	regional	droughts	(Gleick,	2014;	Kelley	et	al.	2015).	59	
This	may	be	due	to	the	fact	that	agriculture	is	the	largest	surface	water	consumer	in	the	region,	60	
and	consequently	the	economic	prosperity	of	people	primarily	depends	on	the	amount	of	61	
precipitation	over	the	TEH	(UN-ESCWA	and	BGR,	2013).	In	addition,	one	of	the	major	dust	62	
source	points	in	the	Middle	East	is	located	within	and	downstream	of	the	TEH	(Cao	et	al.,	2015;	63	
Moridnejad,	2015).	This	implies	that	the	soil	moisture	influenced	by	precipitation	variability	in	64	
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the	region	(Zaitchik	et	al.	2007a)	can	have	significant	health	impacts	on	the	people	of	Syria,	Iraq	65	
and	the	downwind	countries	(Soleimani	et	al.	2015).	66	
Precipitation	in	the	TEH	is	a	result	of	interaction	between	topography	and	several	67	
different	meteorological	features	that	act	at	regional	and	global	scales	(Evans	et	al.	2004).	68	
During	the	cold	season,	in	particular,	precipitation	is	largely	controlled	by	westerly	storm	tracks	69	
of	mid-latitude	synoptic-scale	disturbances	(Türkes	1998;	Trigo	et	al.,	2002;	Evans	et	al.	2004).	70	
These	storm	tracks	are	influenced	by	large-scale	teleconnection	phenomena,	including	the	El	71	
Niño-Southern	Oscillation	(ENSO)	and	the	North	Atlantic	Oscillation	(NAO)	(Barlow	et	al.,	2015),	72	
which	modify	track	location	and	can	also	modulate	the	moisture	flux	toward	the	region	through	73	
Rossby	wave	propagation	or	other	mechanisms	(e.g.,	Cullen	and	Demenocal,	2000;	Barlow	et	74	
al.,	2002;	Mariotti,	2007;	Kahya,	E.,	2011;	Dezfuli	et	al.,	2010;	Donat	et	al.,	2014).		75	
At	regional	scale,	two	low-level	topographically-driven	jets	have	been	found	to	76	
modulate	climate	variability	over	the	area:	the	Shamal	winds,	and	the	Zagros	Barrier	Jet	(ZBJ).	77	
The	Shamal	winds	flow	north-northwesterly,	parallel	to	the	Zagros	Mountains	toward	the	78	
Persian	Gulf,	and	are	most	notably	present	during	winter	and	summer.	The	relative	intensity	79	
and	spatial	expansion	of	three	pressure	cells	contribute	to	formation	and	intensity	of	the	80	
Shamals	(e.g.,	Hamidi	et	al.	2013;	Yu	et	al.	2016):	the	semi-permanent	high	pressure	over	the	81	
northwestern	Arabian	Peninsula,	heat-low	over	Iran	and	Pakistan,	and	an	anomalous	high-82	
pressure	area	over	east	Mediterranean.	The	summer	Shamal	winds	can	be	further	intensified	83	
due	to	the	terrain-induced	pressure	gradient	and	friction	forces	along	the	Zagros	Mountains	84	
(Zarrin	et	al.	2011;	Giannakopoulou	and	Toumi,	2012).	The	subsidence	associated	with	the	85	
thermodynamically-driven	circulation	from	the	Zagros	Plateau	can	suppress	the	precipitation	in	86	
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the	upwind	region,	particularly	in	the	transitional	months	of	April	and	May	(Zaitchik	et	al.	87	
2007b).	The	ZBJ,	on	the	other	hand,	flows	southeasterly	along	the	western	slopes	of	the	Zagros	88	
Mountains,	and	advects	warm,	moist	air	from	the	Persian	Gulf	into	the	TEH	(Evans	and	Smith	89	
2006).	This	terrain-induced	jet,	which	has	a	significant	impact	on	precipitation	over	the	region,	90	
may	be	resolved	only	with	high-resolution	wind	data	that	can	be	provided	by	regional	climate	91	
models	(RCMs).	Understanding	the	ZBJ’s	behavior	is	crucial	as	it	provides	a	dynamical	link	92	
between	water	vapor	in	southern	Mesopotamia,	which	is	increasing	due	to	global	warming,	to	93	
precipitation	variability	in	the	TEH	(Evans	2008;	Evans	and	Alsamawi	2011).	This	is	particularly	94	
important	during	the	transition	seasons	(Evans	2008).	Previous	RCM	studies	of	regional	95	
atmospheric	dynamics	have	focused	either	on	a	limited	number	of	years	or	a	single	event	96	
(Evans	et	al.	2004;	Evans	and	Smith	2006;	Giannakopoulou	and	Toumi,	2012).	Therefore,	the	97	
regional	controls	on	the	interannual	variability	of	rainfall	have	not	been	fully	understood.	98	
Here,	we	perform	a	31-year	regional	climate	simulation	to	examine	the	contribution	of	99	
low-level	terrain-induced	winds	to	the	rainfall	variability	over	the	TEH.	The	data,	model	100	
configuration,	and	the	analysis	approach	are	presented	in	Sections	2	and	3.	The	long	duration	of	101	
the	simulations	enables	us	to	study	seasonality,	interannual	variability,	and	spatial	variability	of	102	
rainfall	over	the	region	(Section	4).	The	general	synoptic-scale	patterns	of	the	atmosphere	103	
during	wet	and	dry	days	are	briefly	discussed	in	Section	5.	This	is	followed	by	an	analysis	of	the	104	
meso-scale	systems	with	an	emphasis	on	the	role	of	low-level	moisture	transport	on	rainfall	105	
variability	(Section	6).	Concluding	remarks	are	offered	in	Section	7.		106	
	107	
2.	DATA,	MODEL	DESCRIPTION	AND	ANALYSIS	APPROACH	108	
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Atmospheric	reanalysis	data	sets	are	generally	too	coarse	to	adequately	capture	meso-scale	109	
phenomena.	In	addition,	diagnostic	variables	such	as	precipitation	are	a	direct	output	of	the	110	
global	climate	model	(GCM)	that	is	used	for	the	reanalysis;	the	GCM	used	in	NCEP/DOE	AMIP-II	111	
Reanalysis	for	instance,	is	nudged	toward	the	atmosphere	through	data	assimilation	(Kistler	et	112	
al.,	2001),	but	precipitation	observations	are	not	assimilated	by	any	of	the	most	widely	used	113	
global	reanalysis	systems.	Thus,	reanalysis	precipitation	estimates	should	be	used	with	extreme	114	
caution.	However,	many	gridded	precipitation	data	sets,	which	are	based	on	ground	or	satellite	115	
observations,	or	the	combination	of	both,	are	available,	though	each	has	its	own	limitations.	116	
Depending	on	the	application,	the	limiting	factors	may	include	one	or	more	of	the	following:	117	
low	temporal	resolution	(e.g.,	available	monthly	only);	coarse	spatial	resolution;	available	over	118	
a	period	that	is	too	short	for	interannual	variability	analysis;	misrepresentation	of	precipitation	119	
over	regions	with	complex	topography	or	strong	convection.	A	full	intercomparison	of	different	120	
precipitation	products	is	not	a	focus	of	the	current	study.	However,	in	order	to	detect	any	121	
potential	inconsistency,	we	have	performed	pair-comparison	between	a	select	number	of	these	122	
data	sets	by	examining	the	annual	cycle,	interannual	variability,	frequency	distribution	of	daily	123	
data,	and	long-term	mean	differences,	where	applicable.	The	results	(not	shown)	led	us	to	124	
choose	the	data	provided	by	the	Global	Precipitation	Climatology	Centre	(GPCC)	for	evaluating	125	
the	model	outputs.	The	GPCC	offers	monthly	and	daily	products,	which	respectively	cover	the	126	
entire	and	most	of	the	study	period,	and	it	uses	rain-gauge	data	with	a	good	coverage	over	the	127	
TEH.	The	monthly	product,	GPCC	Full	Data	Reanalysis	Version	7.0,	is	available	over	the	period	128	
1901-2013	at	0.5°	and	1°	grid	resolutions	(Schneider	et	al.,	2015).	The	daily	product,	GPCC	Full	129	
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Data	Daily	Version	1.0,	is	available	for	the	period	1988-2013	at	1°	grid	resolution	(Schamm	et	130	
al.,	2015).	For	consistency,	we	have	used	1°-grid	data	for	both	monthly	and	daily	analysis.		131	
The	shortcomings	in	atmospheric	reanalysis	products	and	precipitation	data	sets,	132	
mentioned	above,	have	made	it	difficult	to	study	meso-scale	phenomena.	A	common	practice	133	
to	tackle	this	issue	is	to	perform	dynamical	downscaling	using	RCMs	that	are	driven	by	134	
reanalysis	data.	Here,	we	use	the	Advanced	Research	Weather	Research	and	Forecasting	(WRF)	135	
model	version	3.6	over	a	domain	spanning	most	parts	of	the	Middle	East	(32-56E;	25-45N,	Fig.	136	
1).	The	WRF	model	is	a	numerical	weather	prediction	and	atmospheric	simulation	system	that	137	
incorporates	the	fully	compressible,	non-hydrostatic	Euler	equations	(Skamarock	et	al.,	2008).	It	138	
includes	a	large	number	of	physics	schemes,	used	for	parameterization	of	the	processes	that	139	
cannot	be	resolved	by	the	model.	The	initial	and	boundary	conditions	used	for	the	model	runs	140	
are	from	the	NCEP/DOE	AMIP-II	Reanalysis	(Reanalysis-2)	Daily	Averages	at	2.5°	×	2.5°	141	
resolution,	hereafter	referred	to	as	“NCEP.”		142	
The	model	simulations	provide	a	complete	high-resolution	set	of	many	different	land	143	
and	atmospheric	variables.	Composites	of	dry	and	wet	days	will	be	formed,	and	a	suite	of	144	
moisture	flux	variables	from	the	model	outputs	will	be	analyzed	and	compared	to	the	reanalysis	145	
data.	That	allows	us	to	better	understand	the	meso-scale	mechanisms,	contributing	to	the	146	
interannual	variability	of	rainfall	and	extreme	daily	events,	as	well	as	the	capability	of	the	NCEP	147	
data	in	resolving	such	processes.		148	
	149	
3.	MODEL	CONFIGURATION	150	
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We	perform	31	years	of	WRF	model	simulations	(1983-2013)	over	the	study	domain	shown	in	151	
Fig.	1.	The	analysis,	however,	focuses	on	the	TEH	region,	which	is	located	just	to	the	northwest	152	
of	the	domain	center	(40-44E;	36-40N).	The	model	was	implemented	at	27km	resolution	with	153	
40	vertical	levels.	The	physics	parameterization	options	were	chosen	based	on	the	sensitivity	154	
analysis	on	a	select	number	of	years	(not	shown),	using	several	different	physics	combinations	155	
suggested	in	previous	studies	(e.g.,	Argüeso	et	al.,	2011;	Giannakopoulou	and	Toumi,	2012;	156	
Efstathiou	et	al.,	2013;	Zittis	et	al.,	2014).	The	set	of	physics	schemes	that	we	have	used	include	157	
the	Community	Atmosphere	Model	(CAM)	Version	5.1	(Neale	et	al.,	2010)	for	microphysics,	158	
CAM	Version	3	(Collins	et	al.,	2004)	for	both	longwave	and	shortwave	radiation,	the	Noah	land	159	
surface	model	(Ek	et	al.,	2003)	for	land	surface	processes,	the	Yonsei	University	scheme	(Hong	160	
et	al.	2006)	for	planetary	boundary	layer	processes,	and	the	Kain-Fritsch	cumulus	scheme	(Kain	161	
and	Fritsch,	1990).	However,	our	sensitivity	analysis	showed	that,	replacing	the	three	CAM	162	
options,	respectively	with	the	WRF	Single	Moment	Microphysics	3	class	scheme	(WSM3)	(Hong	163	
et	al.	2004),	the	Rapid	Radiative	Transfer	Model	(RRTM)	(Mlawer	et	al.	1997)	for	longwave	164	
radiation,	and	the	Dudhia	(1989)	scheme	for	shortwave	radiation,	would	yield	very	similar	165	
results.		166	
A	known	undesirable	consequence	of	long-term	simulations	by	RCMs	is	the	slow	167	
departure	of	the	large-scale	climate	state	from	the	data	used	to	drive	the	model	(Pohl	et	al.,	168	
2011).	To	address	this	issue,	we	reinitialized	the	simulations	each	year,	resulting	in	31	separate	169	
model	runs.	Each	run	is	15	months	long,	starting	from	June	1	and	ending	on	September	1	of	the	170	
following	year.	The	first	three	months	are	used	to	spin-up	the	model	and	are	discarded.	This	is	171	
done	to	approach	a	dynamical	equilibrium	for	the	slowly-varying	surface	variables	such	as	soil	172	
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moisture,	which	presents	minimal	interannual	memory	in	the	region.	A	sensitivity	analysis	for	a	173	
select	number	of	years	was	performed	to	evaluate	the	effects	of	the	start	date	of	reinitialization	174	
and	the	length	of	spin-up,	varying	from	June	to	November.	The	WRF	outputs	did	not	present	175	
any	noticeable	changes	to	different	values	of	these	measures	(not	shown).		176	
	177	
4.	EVALUATION	OF	MODEL	PRECIPITATION	178	
Simulated	31-year	monthly	precipitation	totals	over	TEH	are	evaluated	against	GPCC	data.	The	179	
precipitation	provided	by	the	NCEP	is	also	compared	with	the	GPCC	product	and	WRF	results	to	180	
examine	the	potential	advantages	of	the	dynamical	downscaling	for	regional	climate	studies	181	
when	compared	to	coarse	reanalysis	data.	182	
	183	
4.1.	ANNUAL	CYCLE	184	
Results	showed	that	the	annual	cycle	of	precipitation	produced	by	WRF	agrees	much	more	185	
closely	with	the	observations	than	does	the	original	NCEP	product	(Fig	2a).	During	the	dry	186	
season	(June-August),	both	NCEP	and	WRF	overestimate	the	precipitation	total,	although	the	187	
NCEP	bias	is	about	2.5	times	larger	than	the	WRF	bias.	Bias	is	defined	as	the	ratio	of	long-term	188	
mean	seasonal	precipitation	total	of	the	model	(WRF	or	NCEP)	to	the	GPCC.	During	the	rainy	189	
season	of	November-March,	the	bias	for	WRF	and	NCEP	precipitation	is	about	.9	and	.5,	190	
respectively.	The	bias	of	the	downscaled	precipitation	results	is	particularly	small	in	the	191	
transition	months	of	April	and	October.	The	rest	of	this	paper	is	devoted	to	further	examining	192	
the	precipitation	mechanisms	of	these	two	months,	which	have	been	less	studied	than	the	193	
main	rainy	season,	despite	their	combined	21%	contribution	to	the	annual	total.	A	sharp	change	194	
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in	convective	component	of	the	total	rainfall	is	evident	during	these	two	months	(Fig.	2b).	April,	195	
with	a	mean	total	rainfall	of	73	mm	in	the	TEH,	is	the	start	of	the	growing	season	(Barlow	et	al.,	196	
2015),	and	reflects	the	transition	from	primarily	non-convective	winter	rainfall	to	convectively-197	
driven	summer	rainfall.	In	contrast,	October,	which	has	a	mean	total	rainfall	of	41	mm,	shows	198	
the	transition	from	convective	to	non-convective	rainfall.	Although	the	shape	of	the	annual	199	
cycle	of	the	convective-to-total	rainfall	is	very	similar	for	both	WRF	and	NCEP,	the	magnitude	of	200	
this	ratio	is	about	75%	for	WRF	and	90%	for	NCEP.	The	different	magnitudes	of	total	rainfall	and	201	
contribution	of	the	convection	in	WRF	and	NCEP	may	underscore	the	importance	of	resolving	202	
regional	features,	including	topography,	in	precipitation	variability	in	these	months.	203	
	204	
4.2.	INTERANNUAL	VARIABILITY	205	
The	TEH	is	the	rainy	part	of	the	Tigris-Euphrates	Basin	in	April	and	October,	and	downstream	206	
regions		receive	little	or	no	rain	(Fig	3a,d).	In	spite	of	the	relatively	large	difference	in	mean	daily	207	
precipitation	rate	between	these	two	months,	this	latitudinal	contrast	is	apparent	in	both	208	
months	with	a	generally	similar	pattern.	However,	the	border	between	dry	and	wet	regions	in	209	
October	extends	farther	north	and	reaches	the	southern	edge	of	the	TEH.	210	
In	order	to	evaluate	WRF	performance	in	simulating	interannual	precipitation	variability,	211	
the	time	series	of	WRF	and	NCEP	precipitation	in	April	and	October	over	the	period	1983-2013	212	
are	compared	with	the	GPCC	data	set	(Fig.	3,	middle).	In	both	months,	the	precipitation	213	
provided	by	WRF	shows	higher	correlations	with	observations,	with	a	substantially	larger	214	
benefit	in	April.	The	correlation	coefficients	between	GPCC	data	and	precipitation	simulated	by	215	
WRF	and	NCEP	models	are,	respectively	.84	and	.30	for	April,	and	.85	and	.69	for	October.	In	216	
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spite	of	some	year-to-year	variability,	the	NCEP	model,	overall,	underestimates	the	217	
precipitation	in	both	months.	Analysis	of	the	histograms	of	daily	precipitation	of	all	three	data	218	
sets	over	the	entire	31-year	study	period	suggest	that	one	reason	for	WRF’s	improvement	over	219	
NCEP	is	its	ability	to	simulate	daily	extremes	(Fig.	3c,f).	The	comparison	shows	that	the	90th	220	
percentile	value	of	the	WRF	results	is	very	close	to	the	GPCC,	whereas	the	NCEP	has	a	lower	221	
value	in	both	transition	months.		222	
	223	
4.3.	SPATIAL	VARIABILITY	224	
Maps	of	climate	regions	are	most	typically	generated	on	the	basis	of	long-term	mean	climate	225	
conditions	(e.g.,	Koppen,	1936).	Spatial	patterns	of	long-term	mean	conditions,	however	are	226	
not	necessarily	aligned	with	those	of	common	interannual	variability,	because	the	driving	227	
factors	of	the	two	can	be	quite	different	(Dezfuli	and	Nicholson,	2013).	Here	we	are	concerned	228	
with	spatial	patterns	of	interannual	precipitation	variability	in	our	study	months,	which	requires	229	
an	objective	evaluation	to	identify	regions	of	homogeneity.	We	do	this	using	regionalization	230	
criteria	suggested	by	Dezfuli	(2011),	implemented	with	the	HiClimR	R	package	(Badr	et	al.,	231	
2014)	described	by	Badr	et	al.	(2015).	This	open-source	package	is	designed	specifically	for	232	
climate	regionalization,	and	has	been	applied	in	several	case	studies	(e.g.,	Berhane	et	al.,	2015;	233	
Badr	et	al.,	2016).		234	
Prior	to	regionalization	the	31-year,	gridded	precipitation	records	were	standardized	235	
and	their	linear	trend	was	removed.	These	ensures	that	spatial	patterns	represent	interannual	236	
variability,	and	all	grids	with	various	precipitation	magnitudes	and	trends	are	equally	237	
incorporated	into	the	regionalization	process.	Grid	cells	with	close-to-zero	mean	or	standard	238	
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deviation	were	masked	to	avoid	artifacts	that	can	be	introduced	by	low	signal,	nearly	239	
precipitation	free	areas.	In	addition,	the	detrended,	standardized	data	were	replaced	with	the	240	
leading	principle	components	that	collectively	account	for	at	least	70%	of	the	variance.	This	241	
helps	to	isolate	the	random	noise	in	data	and	to	produce	contiguous	regions	(Dezfuli,	2011).	242	
The	clustering	algorithm	employed	is	the	“regional	linkage”	method,	proposed	by	Badr	et	al	243	
(2015)	as	an	alternative	to	the	existing	hierarchical	clustering	techniques.	The	regional	linkage	244	
method	minimizes	the	inter-regional	correlation	between	region	means	at	each	merging	step	of	245	
the	hierarchical	process.	This	technique	allows	us	to	identify	and	remove	the	spatial	noise	in	246	
data	that	are	manifested	as	very	small	regions	with	a	small	number	of	grid	points.		247	
The	regionalization	results	based	on	the	interannual	variability	of	rainfall	during	the	248	
period	1983-2013,	using	GPCC,	WRF	and	NCEP	data	are	shown	in	Fig.	4.	We	have	optimized	the	249	
regionalization	parameters	for	the	GPCC	data,	based	on	the	guidelines	suggested	in	previous	250	
studies,	discussed	above.	That	resulted	in	dividing	the	study	domain	into	two	homogeneous	251	
sub-regions	for	both	months.	The	TEH	is	located	within	the	limits	of	one	of	these	sub-regions,	252	
although	in	October	a	small	part	of	the	northwestern	corner	of	the	TEH	is	placed	in	a	different	253	
sub-region.	The	spatial	patterns	resulting	from	GPCC	and	WRF	are	very	similar,	which	254	
underscores	the	capability	of	WRF	model	to	capture	the	character	of	interannual	variability	255	
over	the	entire	domain.	However,	the	regionalization	based	on	NCEP	shows	large	256	
disagreements	with	GPCC,	particularly	in	April.	During	this	month,	the	GPCC	and	WRF	dominant	257	
spatial	variability	is	in	the	zonal	direction,	whereas	the	NCEP	regions	are	identified	in	the	258	
meridional	direction.	In	October,	all	three	datasets	yield	two	sub-regions	that	are	separated	259	
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along	the	SW-NE	direction.	NCEP,	however,	places	the	border	between	regions	directly	across	260	
our	TEH	focus	area,	where	WRF	and	GPCC	place	it	in	the	upper	NW	corner	of	the	focus	area.	261	
	262	
5.	SYNOPTIC-SCALE	PATTERNS:	WET	VS.	DRY	DAYS		263	
Statistical	analysis	presented	in	Section	4	shows	that	the	spatio-temporal	variability	and	264	
extreme	daily	events	of	the	GPCC	and	WRF	rainfall	are	in	good	agreement.	This	consistency	265	
allows	us	to	leverage	the	high-resolution	WRF	outputs	that	offer	five	additional	years	(1983-266	
1987),	when	compared	to	GPCC	daily	data.	The	long-period	daily	precipitation	provided	by	the	267	
WRF	model,	enables	us	to	better	understand	the	properties	of	the	regional	climate,	including	268	
the	dominant	processes	during	wet	and	dry	days.	We	have	compiled	a	wet	composite,	which	269	
includes	days	that	the	WRF	rainfall,	averaged	over	TEH,	is	greater	than	its	90th	percentile	over	270	
the	period	1983-2013.	Similarly,	the	dry	composite	includes	days	that	the	regional	mean	rainfall	271	
is	less	than	its	10th	percentile.	We	have	analyzed	some	aspects	of	the	synoptic-scale	systems	272	
during	these	two	composites.	The	WRF	domain	is	not	large	enough	to	provide	a	full	picture	of	273	
these	systems.	For	this	reason,	we	use	the	NCEP	data,	which	are	sufficient	to	resolve	large-scale	274	
atmospheric	phenomena.		275	
A	full	diagnostic	analysis,	using	the	NCEP	data,	is	beyond	the	scope	of	this	work.	276	
However,	we	have	analyzed	selected	atmospheric	variables	that	can	give	us	some	insight	into	277	
the	synoptic-scale	processes	in	the	region.	The	composites	of	geopotential	height	and	278	
horizontal	wind	vectors	at	700	hPa	are	analyzed	for	April	and	October	(Fig.	5).	Choosing	the	700	279	
hPa	level	enables	us	to	remain	reasonably	above	the	surface	and	therefore	avoid	artifacts	in	the	280	
reanalysis	data	due	to	the	varying	terrain	in	the	region,	while	capturing	characteristics	281	
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representative	of	the	lower	troposphere.	During	the	wet	composite	in	April,	the	TEH	lies	at	the	282	
leading	edge	of	strong	troughs,	which	are	associated	with	cyclonic	vorticity	advection	and	283	
warm,	moist	air	transport	from	the	Mediterranean	and	the	Northern	Red	Sea	toward	the	284	
region.	These	can	provide	favorable	conditions	for	rainfall	events.	During	the	dry	days,	these	285	
features	are	not	present:	weak	troughs	move	northwestward,	far	from	the	TEH,	and	the	286	
moisture	flux	toward	the	region	is	weak.	However,	the	semi-permanent	high-pressure	cell,	287	
located	over	the	southern	parts	of	the	Arabian	Peninsula,	does	not	show	a	significant	contrast	288	
between	the	wet	and	dry	composites.	The	synoptic-scale	patterns	in	October	are	generally	289	
similar	to	those	in	April,	particularly	during	the	wet	composite.	The	high-pressure	cell,	however,	290	
shifts	northward,	when	compared	to	April,	and	is	slightly	stronger	and	located	more	over	the	291	
center	of	the	Arabian	Peninsula	during	the	dry	composite.	In	addition,	the	mid-latitude	trough	292	
does	not	exist	in	the	dry	days.		293	
	294	
6.	MESO-SCALE	SYSTEMS	295	
Synoptic-scale	phenomena	can	be	captured	by	reanalysis	data,	and	dynamical	downscaling	may	296	
offer	only	minor	advantages.	In	fact,	in	some	cases	dynamical	downscaling	can	degrade	297	
representation	of	large-scale	features	relative	to	reanalysis	(e.g.	Castro	et	al.	2005).	However,	298	
some	of	the	meso-scale	phenomena	are	actually	driven	by	the	synoptic-scale	systems,	and	thus	299	
the	NCEP-based	analysis,	discussed	above,	becomes	relevant	and	can	be	used	as	a	guideline	for	300	
detecting	these	features.		301	
	302	
6.1.	ZAGROS	BARRIER	JET	AND	SHAMAL	WINDS	303	
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During	the	wet	composite	(Figs.	5a,	c),	the	northwest-southeast	orientation	of	the	pressure	304	
gradient,	which	is	parallel	to	the	Zagros	mountains,	and	the	low-level	winds	perpendicular	to	305	
that	line	can	set	up	favorable	conditions	for	the	southeasterly	barrier	jet,	ZBJ.	The	jet	can	be	306	
detected	by	examining	the	near-surface	horizontal	wind	vectors	drawn	from	WRF	simulations	307	
(Figs	6a,	c).	The	ZBJ	follows	the	terrain	and	its	mean	speed	during	the	wet	composite	is	greatest	308	
at	about	34-35N	with	a	magnitude	of	about	7	and	6	m/s	for	April	and	October,	respectively	309	
(Table	1).	The	corresponding	wind	speeds	in	the	NCEP	data	(Figs	6b,	d)	are,	respectively	about	2	310	
and	1	m/s	for	these	two	months.	These	differences	are	statistically	significant	at	1%	level,	using	311	
a	two-tailed	Student	t-test.	In	addition,	due	to	the	coarse	resolution	of	the	NCEP	data,	NCEP	312	
winds	do	not	follow	the	terrain	when	there	is	a	sharp	topographical	contrast.	The	improvement	313	
in	resolving	meso-scale	features	resulting	from	downscaling	is	clearly	manifested	in	the	314	
patterns	of	low-level	(925-850	hPa)	geopotential	heights	(Fig	6).	Although,	as	expected,	the	315	
general	spatial	patterns	for	the	NCEP	data	and	WRF	are	similar,	the	details	provided	by	the	316	
latter	enables	us	to	identify	the	barrier	jet.	The	geopotential	height	contours	are	set	up	such	317	
that	the	flow	is	correctly	directed	along	the	terrain	edge,	and	the	pressure	gradient	controlling	318	
the	jet	intensity	is	stronger	in	WRF	results.	The	jet	is	strongest	below	the	crest	level,	as	319	
expected	for	classic	barrier	jets	(Kingsmill	et	al.,	2013;	Neiman	et	al.	2013).		320	
During	dry	days	(Fig.	7),	the	wind	direction	between	the	TEH	and	the	Persian	Gulf	is	321	
northwesterly,	opposite	to	that	in	the	wet	composite.	These	northwesterly	winds	are	more	322	
horizontally	expanded	than	the	ZBJ,	and	resemble	the	characteristics	of	the	Shamal	winds,	323	
which	are	partly	controlled	by	the	heat	low	over	the	Iranian	Plateau	(Zaitchik	et	al.,	2007b;	324	
Hamidi	et	al.	2013;	Yu	et	al.	2016).	This	is	consistent	with	the	patterns	of	the	WRF	geopotential	325	
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heights,	which	are	not	well-resolved	in	the	NCEP	data.	This	could	be	the	reason	that	the	NCEP	326	
winds	blow	northeasterly,	rotated	approximately	90	degrees	from	the	WRF	wind	direction.	327	
To	further	investigate	the	variability	of	daily	wind	in	the	TEH-Persian	Gulf	corridor,	the	328	
time	series	of	the	regional	mean	(34.5-35.5N,	43.5-45E)	meridional	wind	is	used	as	an	index	of	329	
wind	intensity,	particularly	the	ZBJ	(Fig	8).	Although	the	long-term	mean	of	the	daily	meridional	330	
wind	is	slightly	greater	than	zero,	the	wind	shows	a	strong	day-to-day	variability,	with	maximum	331	
values	reaching	20	and	16	m/s	during	April	and	October	(Table	1).	Although	the	frequency	of	332	
the	positive	and	negative	wind	events	is	fairly	comparable	in	both	months,	the	histograms	of	333	
the	daily	meridional	wind	are	skewed	toward	the	positive	values	(Figs.	8b,d).	This	is	evident	in	334	
the	greater	absolute	magnitude	of	the	90th	percentiles	than	the	10th	percentiles,	which	can	be	335	
considered	as	thresholds	for	extreme	events.		336	
The	reversal	of	the	wind	direction	between	wet	and	dry	composites	implies	that	the	ZBJ	337	
and	Shamal	can	modulate	the	moisture	supply	over	the	TEH.	The	moisture	flux	by	near-surface	338	
winds	confirms	this,	as	shown	in	Fig.	9.	The	moisture	flux	vectors	depict	the	advection	of	the	339	
warm,	moist	air	by	the	ZBJ	toward	the	TEH	during	the	wet	days.	The	magnitude	of	these	340	
vectors,	which	are	quite	similar	in	both	transition	months,	suggests	that	the	air,	as	it	moves	341	
along	the	terrain,	sustains	a	high	amount	of	moisture	throughout	its	path	to	the	TEH.	In	342	
contrast,	the	northwesterly	Shamal-like	winds	block	the	moisture	and	transport	it	away	from	343	
the	region,	resulting	in	dry	conditions	(Figs.	9b,e).	The	histograms	of	the	daily	meridional	344	
moisture	flux,	vq,	over	the	representative	region	(Figs.	9c,f),	have	an	overall	similar	shape	to	the	345	
histograms	of	the	meridional	wind.		346	
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Building	on	this	analysis	of	ZBJ	vertical	structure	and	related	meridional	moisture	flux,	we	347	
produce	a	composite	of	high	moisture	flux	by	the	barrier	jet	(HMF-ZBJ)	by	compiling	days	with	348	
vq	values	higher	than	their	90th	percentile	over	the	representative	ZBJ	region	(yellow	strip	in	349	
Figs.	9a,d).	Figure	10	shows	a	vertical	cross-section	of	vq	for	this	HMF-ZBJ	composite	in	WRF	350	
and	NCEP	data	for	April	and	October.	In	both	months,	the	moisture	flux	simulated	by	the	WRF	351	
model	is	most	intense	along	the	abrupt	topographical	change,	and	it	reaches	its	maximum	352	
below	the	850	hPa	level.	Its	maximum	magnitude	during	April	is	greater	than	6	x	10-2	ms-1	g	kg-1,	353	
which	is	more	than	two-fold	larger	than	the	NCEP	moisture	flux	over	the	same	area.	This	354	
difference	is	statistically	significant	at	1%	level.	The	maximum	value	of	the	moisture	flux	in	355	
October	is	slightly	lower	than	in	April,	but	the	difference	between	NCEP	and	WRF	maintains	a	356	
similar	level	of	statistical	significance.	The	contrast	in	moisture	flux	between	the	two	models	in	357	
the	middle	and	upper	troposphere,	which	contains	less	humidity	than	the	lower	levels,	is	small.		358	
The	spatial	patterns	of	mean	daily	precipitation	of	WRF	and	NCEP	for	the	HMF-ZBJ	359	
composite	are	compared	to	assess	how	the	difference	in	moisture	flux	between	the	two	models	360	
relates	to	rainfall	estimates	for	the	TEH	(Fig.	11).	Both	WRF	and	NCEP	show	higher	rainfall	361	
during	positive	HMF-ZBJ	events.	However,	the	spatial	structure	of	the	WRF	rainfall	composite	362	
resembles	the	long-term	mean	rainfall	pattern,	implying	that	the	increase	has	been	quite	363	
evenly	distributed	within	the	TEH.	Such	homogeneity,	particularly	in	April,	is	not	evident	in	the	364	
NCEP	patterns,	which	may	be	associated	with	its	inability	to	detect	spatial	variability	of	rainfall	365	
within	the	region,	as	shown	in	Fig.	4.	The	WRF	rainfall	amounts	are	greater	than	NCEP	for	the	366	
entire	region,	except	during	October	over	a	small	sector	in	the	southwestern	TEH,	which	has	367	
less	total	rainfall	and	is	also	distal	to	the	ZBJ	point	of	entry	to	the	region.	The	TEH-wide	368	
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precipitation	difference	is	statistically	significant	at	1%	level	(Figs.	11c,f).	The	ZBJ-rainfall	369	
association	depends	on	the	intensity	of	the	jet.	Spatial	patterns	of	rainfall	for	weak	and	370	
moderate	ZBJ	events	are	shown	in	Fig.	12,	and	can	be	compared	with	strong	jets	presented	in	371	
Fig.	11a,d.	These	are	produced	based	on	weak	moisture	flux	(WMF-ZBJ)	and	moderate	moisture	372	
flux	(MMF-ZBJ)	composites,	which	respectively	represent	vq	ranges	of	0.2–0.5	and	1–2	x	10-2	373	
ms-1	g	kg-1.	Comparison	of	these	three	conditions	clearly	shows	that	the	stronger	ZBJs	bring	374	
more	precipitation	to	the	region.	This	association	seems	to	behave	differently	in	April	and	375	
October.	In	April,	the	rainfall	over	the	region	increases	incrementally	as	the	ZBJ	strengthens,	376	
while	maintaining	the	general	characteristics	of	the	spatial	patterns.	However,	in	October,	such	377	
gradual	variation	is	less	obvious,	and	the	rainfall	appears	to	be	more	strongly	determined	by	378	
the	extreme	ZBJs.	379	
	380	
6.2.	LOW-LEVEL	WESTERLY	(LLW)	FLOW	381	
To	reveal	other	possible	factors	that	can	explain	the	differences	in	rainfall	fields	of	the	two	382	
models,	we	have	analyzed	the	rainy	days	in	WRF	that	are	missed	by	NCEP.	To	do	that,	we	have	383	
compiled	a	composite,	consisting	of	the	days	that	WRF	precipitation	averaged	over	the	TEH	is	384	
greater	than	its	80th	percentile	while	the	NCEP	precipitation	is	less	than	its	median.	For	this	385	
composite,	we	have	examined	the	moisture	influx	to	the	region	from	the	Mediterranean	and	386	
the	Red	Seas.	Similar	to	the	ZBJ	analysis,	the	vertical	cross-section	of	the	zonal	moisture	flux,	387	
uq,	along	the	blue	strip	(see	Fig.	9)	has	been	compared	between	the	WRF	and	NCEP	products	388	
(Fig.	13).	The	results	show	that	the	dynamical	downscaling	enables	us	to	better	resolve	another	389	
terrain-induced	low-level	moist	inflow.	This	secondary	component	is	more	directly	related	to	390	
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the	synoptic-scale	westerly	systems,	contributing	to	the	TEH	rainfall,	and	it	flows	along	the	East	391	
Turkey	Highlands.	Similar	to	the	ZBJ	patterns,	the	WRF	places	the	maximum	moisture	inflow	392	
along	the	mountain	range,	thus	within	the	southern	latitudes	of	the	region.	However,	the	393	
moisture	fluxes	provided	by	the	NCEP	data	are	either	weak	or	pushed	southward,	away	from	394	
the	TEH.	For	both	months,	the	differences	between	the	WRF	and	NCEP	are	significant	at	1%	395	
level,	using	a	Student’s	t-test,	although	in	April,	the	region	of	maximum	uq	is	confined	within	396	
the	levels	closer	to	the	surface.		397	
Unlike	the	ZBJ,	the	LLW	does	not	have	the	characteristics	of	classic	barrier	jets.	The	398	
westerly	flow	is	not	perfectly	perpendicular	to	the	mountains,	and	the	direction	of	the	pressure	399	
gradient	produced	by	the	synoptic	systems	does	not	resemble	the	necessary	conditions	for	a	400	
westerly	barrier	jet.	The	LLW	instead,	is	a	part	of	the	synoptic-scale	pressure	cells	that	is	401	
modified	by	the	east-west	oriented	mountains.	This	low-level	flow,	therefore,	remains	nearly	402	
geostrophic.		403	
	404	
6.3.	INTERANNUAL	VARIABILITY:	RAINFALL	vs	LOW-LEVEL	FLOWS	405	
The	strong	contribution	of	the	ZBJ	and	LLW	to	extreme	rainfall	events	encouraged	us	to	406	
examine	their	relationship	to	interannual	precipitation	variability.	For	each	month	an	index	is	407	
defined	to	represent	the	combined	contributions	of	the	moisture	flux	by	these	two	low-level	408	
flows	to	total	precipitation.	These	indices,	the	April	Moisture	Index	(AMI)	and	the	October	409	
Moisture	Index	(OMI),	are	defined	as	the	summation	of	standardized	extreme	vq	values	over	410	
the	ZBJ	region	added	to	the	standardized	extreme	uq	values	over	the	region	representing	the	411	
low-level	westerly	flow	(39-41E,	36-40N).	Values	of	vq	and	uq	that	exceed	their	80th	percentiles	412	
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are	taken	as	extreme	values.	Each	month	of	each	year	is	consequently	represented	with	one	413	
value.		We	then	quantify	the	percentage	of	interannual	precipitation	variability	in	WRF,	NCEP,	414	
and	GPCC	that	is	associated	with	AMI	and	OMI.	The	coefficients	of	determination	(R2)	between	415	
rainfall	data	and	their	components	with	these	two	indices	for	the	31-year	study	period	are	416	
shown	in	Table	2.	The	AMI	explains	46%	of	the	interannual	variability	of	WRF	rainfall,	while	only	417	
6%	of	the	NCEP	rainfall	variability	is	attributed	to	this	index.	Although	the	OMI	explains	a	larger	418	
fraction	of	the	variance	(30%)	of	the	NCEP	rainfall	in	October	than	the	AMI	in	April,	the	419	
contribution	of	this	index	to	temporal	variability	of	the	WRF	rainfall	(53%)	remains	significantly	420	
larger	than	NCEP.	The	fact	that	each	month	is	represented	with	one	value	enables	us	to	find	the	421	
correlations	between	the	moisture	indices	and	GPCC	rainfall	for	the	entire	time	period.	The	R2	422	
values	of	GPCC	for	both	April	(48%)	and	October	(55%)	are	comparable	to	the	R2	of	WRF,	and	423	
are	in	fact	slightly	larger.	These	results,	including	the	contrasts	between	different	months	and	424	
data	sets,	are	consistent	with	the	interannual	correlations	presented	in	Section	4.2.	425	
Furthermore,	we	have	calculated	the	coefficients	of	determination	between	the	two	indices	426	
with	the	convective	and	non-convective	components	of	WRF	and	NCEP	rainfall.	The	results	427	
show	that	WRF	improvements	over	NCEP	are	proportional	to	its	ability	to	simulate	convective	428	
rainfall,	which	is	the	dominant	component	in	these	two	months.	That	can	be	one	explanation	429	
for	the	poor	performance	of	the	NCEP	during	April	and	its	better	performance	in	October.		430	
The	partial	contribution	of	the	ZBJ	and	LLW	to	the	monthly	rainfall	totals	in	April	and	431	
October	along	with	the	summary	of	the	interannual	root	mean	square	errors	(RMSE)	and	432	
correlation	coefficients	between	each	model	and	GPCC	are	presented	in	Table	3.	For	both	433	
months,	the	mean	rainfall	total	associated	with	the	composite	of	extreme	ZBJ	events	has	a	434	
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larger	contribution	to	the	total	monthly	means	than	the	composite	of	the	LLW	flow.	These	435	
ratios	for	NCEP	are	just	slightly	lower	than	in	WRF.	However,	NCEP	underestimates	the	rainfall	436	
amount	and	poorly	detects	interannual	variability,	as	manifested	in	high	RMSE	and	low	437	
correlation	coefficient	values	relative	to	WRF.	Note	that	ZBJ	and	LLW	events	frequently	occur	438	
independently	of	each	other—ZBJ	+	LLW	events	only	represent	about	30%	of	total	ZBJ	events	439	
and	total	LLW	events.	This	implies	that,	to	a	large	degree,	the	two	low-level	flows	act	440	
independently.	Moreover,	we	calculated	the	coefficient	of	determination	between	WRF	rainfall	441	
and	monthly	mean	vq	values	over	the	ZBJ	region	that	are	greater	than	their	80th	percentile.	The	442	
R2	values	for	April	and	October	are	0.32	and	0.5,	respectively.	This	further	indicates	that	the	443	
AMI	and	OMI	are	largely	determined	by	the	ZBJ,	particularly	in	October,	and	the	LLW	444	
contributes	as	a	secondary	component	in	interannual	variability.		445	
	446	
7.	DISCUSSION	AND	CONCLUSIONS	447	
Previous	regional	climate	modeling	studies	on	precipitation	processes	over	the	Tigris-Euphrates	448	
Headwaters	have	been	limited	to	a	small	number	of	years	or	events.	The	31-year	WRF	449	
simulation	in	the	current	study,	driven	by	the	NCEP	data,	has	enabled	us	to	analyze	seasonality,	450	
interannual	variability,	spatial	variability	and	extreme	events	of	rainfall	over	the	region.	For	451	
instance,	several	studies	conducted	by	Evans	and	colleagues	over	a	5-year	period	have	452	
examined	the	200	largest	precipitation	events,	of	which	only	about	30	cases	occurred	during	453	
April	and	October,	the	two	transition	months	investigated	in	this	paper	(Evans	et	al.	2004;	454	
Evans	and	Smith	2006;	Evans	2008).	We	have	incorporated	about	650	extreme	events	to	455	
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compile	the	AMI	and	OMI	indices,	which	are	used	to	explain	the	interannual	variability	of	456	
rainfall	in	these	two	transitional	months.		457	
In	addition,	other	studies	have	tried	to	explain	the	interannual	variability	mainly	by	458	
teleconnections.	However,	our	high	resolution	long	period	simulation	has	allowed	us	to	show	459	
that	the	regional	features,	which	can	be	detected	by	mesoscale	models,	explain	about	half	the	460	
interannual	variability.	These	features,	which	are	unresolved	or	weak	in	the	NCEP	data,	include	461	
the	Zagros	Barrier	Jet	(ZBJ),	the	Shamal	winds,	and	the	low-level	westerly	flow;	the	latter	is	a	462	
part	of	the	synoptic	systems	affecting	the	rainfall	of	the	region.		463	
The	ZBJ	and	Shamals	flow	parallel	to	the	western	edge	of	the	Zagros	Mountains	in	464	
southeasterly	and	northwesterly	direction,	respectively,	and	therefore	transport	moisture	465	
toward	and	away	from	the	Tigris-Euphrates	Headwaters.	This	results	in	wet	conditions	during	466	
ZBJ	active	days	and	dry	conditions	during	strong	Shamals.	However,	association	between	467	
rainfall	of	the	TEH	and	these	two	terrain-induced	wind	flows	is	nonlinear	as	the	ZBJ	and	468	
Shamals	are	not	controlled	by	opposite	atmospheric	conditions.		469	
The	ZBJ	is	a	barrier	jet,	and	it	occurs	when	its	favorable	conditions	exist:	stably	stratified	470	
winds	perpendicular	to	the	mountains	and	pressure	gradient	along	the	terrain	line.	The	471	
contribution	of	this	jet	to	monthly	rainfall	is	proportional	to	its	intensity.	However,	while	this	472	
association	is	quite	linear	for	April,	it	appears	that	the	extreme	ZBJs	in	October	make	a	473	
disproportionally	higher	contribution	to	rainfall	totals	than	do	the	weak	and	moderate	jets.		474	
The	Shamals,	on	the	other	hand,	are	not	barrier	jets;	these	are	formed	and	controlled	by	475	
three	synoptic-scale	pressure	cells	in	the	region:	two	high	pressure	areas	over	the	Arabian	476	
Peninsula	and	eastern	Mediterranean,	and	a	heat-low	over	Iran.	It	seems	that	the	heat	low	over	477	
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the	Iranian	Plateau	has	the	strongest	contribution	to	the	Shamal	winds	presented	in	this	study.	478	
We	speculate	that	this	may	be	a	characteristic	of	early	season	Shamals.	The	summer	Shamals,	479	
for	instance,	are	most	active	during	June	and	July,	but	their	onset	can	be	as	early	as	mid-April	480	
(Yu	et	al.	2016).	Further	studies	are	required	to	investigate	the	drivers	and	characteristics	of	the	481	
Shamals	during	transition	seasons	and	their	differences	with	those	of	the	boreal	summer.			482	
Another	topographic-driven	flow	that	affects	the	rainfall	variability	of	the	region	is	the	483	
LLW	flow,	which	is	embedded	in	the	westerly	synoptic	systems.	This	flow,	which	is	not	well-484	
resolved	in	NCEP,	transports	moisture	from	the	Mediterranean	and	Red	Seas	toward	the	region,	485	
and	is	modified	by	the	southern	edge	of	the	East	Turkish	Highlands.	The	contribution	of	LLW	is	486	
secondary	to	the	role	of	low-level	winds	along	the	Zagros	Mountains,	particularly	in	October.	487	
However,	the	combined	contribution	of	these	two	explains	about	50	percent	of	the	interannual	488	
variability	of	April	and	October	rainfall	in	observations	and	in	our	WRF	simulations.		489	
These	results	are	intriguing	because	the	ZBJ,	Shamals	and	LLW	flow	are	most	likely	not	well-490	
resolved	in	future	projections	provided	by	the	coarse-resolution	GCMs	used	in	the	Coupled	491	
Model	Intercomparison	Project	Phase	5	(CMIP5).	A	similar	approach	to	the	current	study	can	be	492	
applied	to	the	outputs	of	those	GCMs,	and	that	will	enable	us	to	better	understand	the	493	
potential	non-stationary	change	in	future	interannual	variability	of	rainfall.	Such	changes	are	494	
expected	as	global	warming	alters	storm	tracks,	atmospheric	stability	patterns,	and	specific	495	
humidity,	which	all	affect	the	dynamics	of	these	flows	and/or	the	magnitude	of	their	impact	on	496	
precipitation.	497	
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Table	1.	Summary	of	the	daily	wind	statistics	over	the	region	of	the	Zagros	Barrier	Jet	(34.5-709	
35.5N,	43.5-45E).	All	the	units	are	m/s.	The	first	two	rows	include	only	days	in	the	wet	710	
composites	and	are	for	the	total	horizontal	near-surface	wind	speed.	Other	rows	incorporate	711	
the	entire	period	(1983-2013),	and	use	only	meridional	component	of	the	wind	(925-850	hPa),	712	
simulated	by	the	WRF	model.	713	
	 April	 October	
Mean	WRF-wind	speed	in	wet	composite	 7	 6	
Mean	NCEP-wind	speed	in	wet	composite	 2	 1	
Maximum	WRF-meridional	wind	speed		 20	 16	
Minimum	WRF-meridional	wind	speed		 -8	 -10	
Standard	deviation	of	WRF-meridional	wind	speed	 4.7	 4.1	
Mean	of	WRF-meridional	wind	speed	 1.2	 .3	
90th	percentile	of	WRF-meridional	wind	speed	 8.2	 6.2	
10th	percentile	of	WRF-meridional	wind	speed	 -3.9	 -4.1	
	 	714	
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Table	2.	Coefficient	of	determination	(R2)	between	rainfall	data	and	their	components,	when	715	
applicable,	with	the	April	Moisture	Index	(AMI)	and	the	October	Moisture	Index	(OMI).	These	716	
indices	are	defined	as	the	summation	of	standardized	extreme	vq	values	over	the	ZBJ	region	717	
added	to	the	standardized	extreme	uq	values	over	the	region	representing	the	low-level	718	
westerly	flow	(39-41E,	36-40N).	Values	greater	than	the	80th	percentiles	are	taken	as	extreme	719	
values.	The	R2	values	present	the	percentage	of	rainfall	variability	explained	by	these	indices.		720	
	721	
	 	722	
Rainfall	data	 AMI	 OMI	
GPCC	 .48	 .55	
WRF/total	 .46	 .53	
WRF/convective	 .40	 .51	
WRF/non	convective	 .20	 .11	
NCEP/total	 .06	 .30	
NCEP/convective	 .03	 .27	
NCEP/non	convective	 .22	 .06	
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Table	3.	The	contribution	of	ZBJ	and	LLW	to	the	monthly	rainfall	totals	in	April	and	October.	The	723	
WRF	outputs	are	used	to	identify	the	days,	analyzed	in	rows	2-4.	Units	in	rows	1-5	are	mm.	724	
Values	in	parentheses	show	the	number	of	days	used	for	their	corresponding	criteria.	The	last	725	
two	rows	show	the	RMSE	and	correlation	coefficient	between	the	GPCC	monthly	rainfall	and	726	
the	two	models	for	the	period	1983-2013.		727	
	 	728	
	 WRF/APR	
(days)	
NCEP/APR	
(days)	
WRF/OCT	
(days)	
NCEP/OCT	
(days)	
Mean	monthly	 81.3	(930)	 58.7	(930)	 43.5	(961)	 32.6	(961)	
ZBJ	>=	80th	percentile	 38	(186)	 26.4	(186)	 24.5	(192)	 17.3	(192)	
LLW	>=	80th	percentile	 29.3	(186)	 17.7	(186)	 17.1	(192)	 12.3	(192)	
ZBJ	>=	80th	or	LLW	>=	80th	percentile	 54.4	(317)	 36.7	(317)	 31.2	(324)	 21.7	(324)	
Row	1	minus	row	4	 26.9	 	 22	 12.3	 10.9	
RMSE	 20	 40	 13	 19	
Correlation	coefficient	 .84	 .30	 .85	 .69	
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Figure	captions:	729	
Fig.	1	 A:	various	components	contributing	to	rainfall	of	the	Tigris-Euphrates	Headwaters	(TEH),	730	
which	is	the	region	of	interest	in	this	study	(black	solid	box).	The	arrows	represent	low-731	
level	flows	affecting	the	rainfall	of	the	TEH:	Zagros	Barrier	Jet	(ZBJ),	Shamal	winds,	and	732	
low-level	westerly	(LLW)	flow.	The	setup	of	the	high	(H)	and	low	(L)	pressure	regions	in	733	
this	schematic	resembles	an	active	ZBJ	and	rainy	day	in	the	TEH.	The	favorable	734	
conditions	for	the	Shamals	are	different	(see	the	text).	The	green	shading	shows	the	735	
Tigris-Euphrates	Basin.	The	dashed	black	box	is	the	WRF	simulation	domain.	B:	the	736	
topographic	map	of	the	domain.	C:	long-term	mean	(1988-2013)	annual	precipitation	737	
(mm/day)	using	GPCC	daily	data.	738	
	739	
Fig.	2	 A:	annual	cycle	of	total	monthly	rainfall	(mm)	for	the	GPCC,	NCEP	and	WRF	outputs,	740	
driven	by	NCEP	boundary	conditions	(WRFN).	B:	annual	cycle	of	the	contribution	of	741	
convective	rainfall	for	the	NCEP	and	WRFN.	All	are	averaged	over	the	TEH	region	(40-742	
44E	&	36-40N).	743	
	744	
Fig.	3	 A,	D:	long-term	mean	of	observational	precipitation	(GPCC)	patterns.	B,	E:	time	series	of	745	
total	monthly	precipitation	of	GPCC,	WRFN	and	NCEP	over	the	period	1983-2013.	C,	F:	746	
histograms	of	daily	precipitation	events.	The	tail	of	the	histograms	has	been	trimmed	to	747	
its	99th	percentile	for	better	presentation	purposes.	The	time	series	and	histograms	are	748	
obtained	from	the	regional	means	over	the	study	area	(40-44E	&	36-40N).	Upper	and	749	
lower	panels	correspond	to	April	and	October,	respectively.		750	
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	751	
Fig.	4	 Comparing	regionalization	based	on	interannual	variability	of	rainfall	(1983-2013)	using	752	
GPCC,	WRFN,	and	NCEP.	Upper	and	lower	panels	correspond	to	April	and	October,	753	
respectively.	The	black	box	shows	the	location	of	the	study	area.	754	
	755	
Fig.	5	 Composites	of	geopotential	height	(shading)	and	horizontal	wind	vectors	using	the	756	
NCEP/DOE	Reanalysis	II	data	at	700	hPa.	Wet	(dry)	composite	includes	days	that	the	757	
WRF	rainfall	averaged	over	the	TEH	region,	the	red	box,	is	greater	(less)	than	its	90th	758	
(10th)	percentile	over	the	period	1983-2013.	Upper	and	lower	panels	correspond	to	April	759	
and	October,	respectively.	760	
	761	
Fig.	6	 Horizontal	near-surface	wind,	using	WRF	outputs	and	the	NCEP	data	over	the	study	762	
domain	for	the	wet	composite,	which	is	the	same	as	in	Fig.	5.	Shadings	show	the	763	
patterns	of	the	mean	low-level	geopotential	heights	(925-850	hPa).	Upper	and	lower	764	
panels	correspond	to	April	and	October,	respectively.	The	black	box	shows	the	location	765	
of	the	TEH.	The	white	areas	in	the	left	panels	are	regions	with	higher	altitudes,	and	766	
therefore	the	surface	pressure	is	lower	than	850	hPa.		767	
	768	
Fig.	7	 The	same	as	Fig.	6,	but	for	the	dry	composite.	769	
	770	
Fig.	8	 Time	series	of	daily	(gray)	and	monthly	mean	(blue)	meridional	wind,	v,	averaged	over	a	771	
region	that	represents	the	Zagros	Barrier	Jet	(34.5-35.5N,	43.5-45E),	for	(A)	April	and	(C)	772	
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October.	B	and	D	show	the	corresponding	histograms	of	the	daily	time	series.	The	90th	773	
and	10th	percentiles	of	daily	data	are	also	shown.	774	
	775	
Fig.	9	 A,	B,	D,	E:	Composites	of	near-surface	horizontal	moisture	flux,	using	WRF	outputs	over	776	
the	study	domain,	superimposed	on	the	land	surface	topography	(shading).	Wet	and	dry	777	
composites	are	the	same	as	in	Fig.	5.	Upper	and	lower	panels	correspond	to	April	and	778	
October,	respectively.	The	yellow	and	blue	strips	are	used	for	vertical	cross-section	779	
plots,	shown	in	Figs.	10	and	12.	The	black	box	shows	the	location	of	the	TEH	region.	C	780	
and	F	show	the	corresponding	histograms	of	the	daily	meridional	moisture	flux,	vq	over	781	
the	region	that	represents	the	Zagros	Barrier	Jet	(34.5-35.5N,	43.5-45E),	for	April	and	782	
October,	respectively.	The	90th	and	10th	percentiles	of	daily	data	are	also	shown.	783	
	784	
Fig.	10	Vertical	cross-sections	of	meridional	moisture	flux,	vq,	averaged	over	the	latitudes	of	785	
the	Zagros	Barrier	Jet	(ZBJ),	shown	in	Fig.	9	(the	yellow	strip).	This	plot	is	for	the	786	
composite	of	high	moisture	flux	(HMF)	by	the	ZBJ.	The	HMF-ZBJ	has	been	formed	by	787	
compiling	days	with	vq	values	higher	than	their	90th	percentile,	identified	in	Fig.	9c,f.	The	788	
differences	between	WRF	and	NCEP	vq	below	700	hPa	level	and	along	the	terrain	are	789	
statistically	significant	at	1%	level,	using	a	Student’s	t-test.	790	
	791	
Fig.	11	 Spatial	patterns	of	mean	daily	precipitation	of	WRF	(left),	NCEP	(middle)	and	their	792	
difference	(right)	for	the	HMF-ZBJ	composites,	used	in	Fig.	10.	Upper	and	lower	panels	793	
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correspond	to	April	and	October,	respectively.	WRF-minus-NCEP	precipitation	values	794	
greater	than	2.63	or	less	than	-2.63	are	significant	at	1%	level,	using	a	Student’s	t-test.		795	
	796	
Fig.	12	 Spatial	patterns	of	mean	daily	precipitation	of	WRF	for	the	weak	moisture	flux	(WMF-797	
ZBJ)	and	moderate	moisture	flux	(MMF-ZBJ)	composites.	Upper	and	lower	panels	798	
correspond	to	April	and	October,	respectively.	These	should	be	compared	to	HMF-ZBJ,	799	
shown	in	Fig.	11a,d.	800	
	801	
Fig.	13	Vertical	cross-section	composites	of	zonal	moisture	flux,	uq,	along	the	blue	strip,	shown	802	
in	Fig.	9.	Composites	consist	of	the	days	that	WRF	precipitation,	averaged	over	the	TEH	803	
region	is	greater	than	its	80th	percentile	and	the	NCEP	precipitation	is	less	than	its	804	
median.	The	differences	between	WRF	and	NCEP	uq	below	700	hPa	level	and	along	the	805	
terrain	are	statistically	significant	at	1%	level,	using	a	Student’s	t-test.	806	
	 	807	
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Figures:	808	
	809	
Fig.	1	 A:	various	components	contributing	to	rainfall	of	the	Tigris-Euphrates	Headwaters	(TEH),	810	
which	is	the	region	of	interest	in	this	study	(black	solid	box).	The	arrows	represent	low-811	
level	flows	affecting	the	rainfall	of	the	TEH:	Zagros	Barrier	Jet	(ZBJ),	Shamal	winds,	and	812	
low-level	westerly	(LLW)	flow.	The	setup	of	the	high	(H)	and	low	(L)	pressure	regions	in	813	
this	schematic	resembles	an	active	ZBJ	and	rainy	day	in	the	TEH.	The	favorable	814	
conditions	for	the	Shamals	are	different	(see	the	text).	The	green	shading	shows	the	815	
Tigris-Euphrates	Basin.	The	dashed	black	box	is	the	WRF	simulation	domain.	B:	the	816	
topographic	map	of	the	domain.	C:	long-term	mean	(1988-2013)	annual	precipitation	817	
(mm/day)	using	GPCC	daily	data.	818	
	 	819	
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	820	
Fig.	2	 A:	annual	cycle	of	total	monthly	rainfall	(mm)	for	the	GPCC,	NCEP	and	WRF	outputs,	821	
driven	by	NCEP	boundary	conditions	(WRFN).	B:	annual	cycle	of	the	contribution	of	822	
convective	rainfall	for	the	NCEP	and	WRFN.	All	are	averaged	over	the	TEH	region	(40-823	
44E	&	36-40N).	824	
	 	825	
	 44	
	826	
Fig.	3	 A,	D:	long-term	mean	of	observational	precipitation	(GPCC)	patterns.	B,	E:	time	series	of	827	
total	monthly	precipitation	of	GPCC,	WRFN	and	NCEP	over	the	period	1983-2013.	C,	F:	828	
histograms	of	daily	precipitation	events.	The	tail	of	the	histograms	has	been	trimmed	to	829	
its	99th	percentile	for	better	presentation	purposes.	The	time	series	and	histograms	are	830	
obtained	from	the	regional	means	over	the	study	area	(40-44E	&	36-40N).	Upper	and	831	
lower	panels	correspond	to	April	and	October,	respectively.		832	
	 	833	
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	834	
Fig.	4	 Comparing	regionalization	based	on	interannual	variability	of	rainfall	(1983-2013)	using	835	
GPCC,	WRFN,	and	NCEP.	Upper	and	lower	panels	correspond	to	April	and	October,	836	
respectively.	The	black	box	shows	the	location	of	the	study	area.	837	
	 	838	
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	839	
Fig.	5	 Composites	of	geopotential	height	(shading)	and	horizontal	wind	vectors	using	the	840	
NCEP/DOE	Reanalysis	II	data	at	700	hPa.	Wet	(dry)	composite	includes	days	that	the	841	
WRF	rainfall	averaged	over	the	TEH	region,	the	red	box,	is	greater	(less)	than	its	90th	842	
(10th)	percentile	over	the	period	1983-2013.	Upper	and	lower	panels	correspond	to	April	843	
and	October,	respectively.	844	
	 	845	
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	846	
Fig.	6	 Horizontal	near-surface	wind,	using	WRF	outputs	and	the	NCEP	data	over	the	study	847	
domain	for	the	wet	composite,	which	is	the	same	as	in	Fig.	5.	Shadings	show	the	848	
patterns	of	the	mean	low-level	geopotential	heights	(925-850	hPa).	Upper	and	lower	849	
panels	correspond	to	April	and	October,	respectively.	The	black	box	shows	the	location	850	
of	the	TEH.	The	white	areas	in	the	left	panels	are	regions	with	higher	altitudes,	and	851	
therefore	the	surface	pressure	is	lower	than	850	hPa.		852	
	 	853	
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	854	
Fig.	7	 The	same	as	Fig.	6,	but	for	the	dry	composite.	855	
	 	856	
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	857	
Fig.	8	 Time	series	of	daily	(gray)	and	monthly	mean	(blue)	meridional	wind,	v,	averaged	over	a	858	
region	that	represents	the	Zagros	Barrier	Jet	(34.5-35.5N,	43.5-45E),	for	(A)	April	and	(C)	859	
October.	B	and	D	show	the	corresponding	histograms	of	the	daily	time	series.	The	90th	860	
and	10th	percentiles	of	daily	data	are	also	shown.	861	
	 	862	
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	863	
Fig.	9	 A,	B,	D,	E:	Composites	of	near-surface	horizontal	moisture	flux,	using	WRF	outputs	over	864	
the	study	domain,	superimposed	on	the	land	surface	topography	(shading).	Wet	and	dry	865	
composites	are	the	same	as	in	Fig.	5.	Upper	and	lower	panels	correspond	to	April	and	866	
October,	respectively.	The	yellow	and	blue	strips	are	used	for	vertical	cross-section	867	
plots,	shown	in	Figs.	10	and	12.	The	black	box	shows	the	location	of	the	TEH	region.	C	868	
and	F	show	the	corresponding	histograms	of	the	daily	meridional	moisture	flux,	vq	over	869	
the	region	that	represents	the	Zagros	Barrier	Jet	(34.5-35.5N,	43.5-45E),	for	April	and	870	
October,	respectively.	The	90th	and	10th	percentiles	of	daily	data	are	also	shown.	871	
	 	872	
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	873	
Fig.	10	Vertical	cross-sections	of	meridional	moisture	flux,	vq,	averaged	over	the	latitudes	of	874	
the	Zagros	Barrier	Jet	(ZBJ),	shown	in	Fig.	9	(the	yellow	strip).	This	plot	is	for	the	875	
composite	of	high	moisture	flux	(HMF)	by	the	ZBJ.	The	HMF-ZBJ	has	been	formed	by	876	
compiling	days	with	vq	values	higher	than	their	90th	percentile,	identified	in	Fig.	9c,f.	The	877	
differences	between	WRF	and	NCEP	vq	below	700	hPa	level	and	along	the	terrain	are	878	
statistically	significant	at	1%	level,	using	a	Student’s	t-test.	879	
	 	880	
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	881	
Fig.	11	 Spatial	patterns	of	mean	daily	precipitation	of	WRF	(left),	NCEP	(middle)	and	their	882	
difference	(right)	for	the	HMF-ZBJ	composites,	used	in	Fig.	10.	Upper	and	lower	panels	883	
correspond	to	April	and	October,	respectively.	WRF-minus-NCEP	precipitation	values	884	
greater	than	2.63	or	less	than	-2.63	are	significant	at	1%	level,	using	a	Student’s	t-test.		885	
	 	886	
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	887	
Fig.	12	 Spatial	patterns	of	mean	daily	precipitation	of	WRF	for	the	weak	moisture	flux	(WMF-888	
ZBJ)	and	moderate	moisture	flux	(MMF-ZBJ)	composites.	Upper	and	lower	panels	889	
correspond	to	April	and	October,	respectively.	These	should	be	compared	to	HMF-ZBJ,	890	
shown	in	Fig.	11a,d.	891	
	 	892	
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	893	
Fig.	13	Vertical	cross-section	composites	of	zonal	moisture	flux,	uq,	along	the	blue	strip,	shown	894	
in	Fig.	9.	Composites	consist	of	the	days	that	WRF	precipitation,	averaged	over	the	TEH	895	
region	is	greater	than	its	80th	percentile	and	the	NCEP	precipitation	is	less	than	its	896	
median.	The	differences	between	WRF	and	NCEP	uq	below	700	hPa	level	and	along	the	897	
terrain	are	statistically	significant	at	1%	level,	using	a	Student’s	t-test.	898	
